7BR Tamarindo Home with Huge Rental Potential
This elegant 7BR Playa Tamarindo home is one of few properties with so many
possible uses - it can be rented as a single high-end vacation property, or its
owners can live in the 3BR main house while renting four rooms around the
pool, thanks to separate access. Or it would be the perfect place for a digital
campus, with a number of comfortable workspaces available around the
property. There is even room for a small eatery; a new owner could open a
B&B with a small restaurant. Few residences in the community have seven
bedrooms, making this a rental property with enormous potential. The location
is ideal, nestled just a few blocks from the beach and nightlife.
The home’s current owners have diligently remodeled nearly every space in the
home since purchasing it. Their improvements have left the home in excellent
condition, completely turnkey and ready for new owners.
Its bright and truly "beachy" aesthetic is welcoming and creates the perfect
atmosphere for vacationing in paradise. Positive renters' testimonies and ratings
on the home's AirBNB profile clearly demonstrate that people enjoy staying at
this home and that the location brings a perfect balance between accessing
downtown Tamarindo and the beach, while being removed from the noise and
bustle. Playa Tamarindo is one of Costa Rica’s most vibrant tourism hubs - its
world-renowned surf break brings huge numbers of visitors from all around the
world. New owners will be able to mold their dream here, whether they wish to
bring their family down permanently, start a business here or enjoy a
combination of living here while earning rental income.

Year Built:
Bedrooms:
Bathroom:
Floor Area:
Lot Area:
Property ID:
Price:

0
7
6
288 Sq m
832,51 Sq m
11661
749,000
U.S. Dollar
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